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“The Devil may take Snowdon”, or: inscribing touristic
disappointment in Victorian visitors’ books
Rita Singer

Department of Geography and Earth Sciences, Aberystwyth University, Aberystwyth, UK

ABSTRACT
Historically, tourism in Wales was invigorated by the reinvention of
mountain scenery during the Romantic period when travellers
gained new perspectives of the terrain from higher ground. It is
also during this period that inns and guesthouses began keeping
visitors’ books in which guests evaluated their surroundings and
their hosts’ good services. The participatory nature of these
albums encouraged inscribers not only to provide factual reviews,
but also to compose occasional poetry, humorous vignettes of a
day’s travel or satirical character sketches of fellow travellers and
locals. The Snowdon visitors’ books evidence travellers’
expectations and experiences of ascending the highest mountain
in Wales. In the study of nineteenth-century travel writing,
messages particularly by non-professional writers reveal how the
quality of professional tour guides, commercial infrastructure, the
weather and the food sold in the huts shaped the overall
experience of Snowdon as a touristic highlight or disappointment.
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Since the late eighteenth century, a lot of ink in print as well as manuscript has been spent
in descriptions of tours through various parts of Wales. According to Hywel M. Davies, “The
Welsh landscape was a text written and rewritten by authors, poets, geologists, botanists,
who came as tourists to Wales” (2007, 66). In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
alone, at least 1,500 accounts were produced by domestic tourists and no fewer than
270 accounts by travellers from continental Europe (Freeman 2015–21; Accounts of
Travel 2013–16). Owing in no small part to the popularisation of Welsh uplands andmoun-
tain views in the paintings of Richard Wilson in the eighteenth century and subsequent
followers in the British school of landscape painting (Lord 2000), one of the early main
travel destinations for British home tourists formed around Snowdonia, the mountainous
area referred to in Welsh as Eryri. Textually, it was largely Thomas Pennant (1726–1798)
who popularised touristic explorations and descriptions of Snowdonia in his antiquarian
travel account The Journey to Snowdon (1781) as many accounts published over the
next century frequently reference him as a chief source and inspiration (Curious Travellers
2015–20). As the mountain summit forms the climactic focal point of Pennant’s second
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volume in a series of journeys in north Wales, this account promoted Snowdon and its sur-
roundings as perhaps the chief tourist destination in north Wales. The mountain thus
affects a natural complement to the equally popular destination of Tintern Abbey in the
southern Wye Valley in Monmouthshire. Later accounts of journeys through Snowdonia
in subsequent years not just by domestic travellers, but also by visitors from abroad
(Jones, Tully, andWilliams 2020, 3–4, 187), attest thatmany climbed the summit in the foot-
steps of Pennant in the hope of experiencing the famous view across vast swathes of
Britain, Scotland and Ireland. Owing to the rise in numbers of mountaineers, commercial
businesses developed around the base of Snowdon and near its top, catering to the count-
less visitors’ needs. Unsurprisingly, this included the erection of summit huts, in which the
proprietors offered shelter from the winds and simple nourishment and requested their
visitors to inscribe the experience of their journey in the provided visitors’ books.

Although there is a considerable body of work surrounding travel writing about Wales
in general, and Snowdon in particular, many of the studies focus on the descriptions of
landscape, the quality of travel or the representation of (fellow) travellers and travellees.
What often goes unmentioned, however, is the abundance of disappointment and dissa-
tisfaction with the Snowdon experience, to which even Pennant himself fell victim. Simi-
larly, Jeroen Nawijn and Avital Biran argue that tourism studies underrates negative
emotions although they “are a vital ingredient” of the travel experience (2019, 2386,
2390). In fact, not only are there copious examples of negative emotions around the
Snowdon ascent in more traditional forms of travel writing, they also frequently register
in the extant visitors’ books that were laid out in the summit huts during the nineteenth
century. Rather than experiencing the sublime, in many ways the typical Snowdon experi-
ence is one of dissatisfaction. Descriptions of misery, inclement weather, failing gear, and
substandard provision of victuals and drink in the summit huts run through many pub-
lished and manuscript accounts. In their sum, they describe a broad range of negative
emotions that also form a staple in the extant visitors’ books from the Snowdon
summit huts. As a comparatively unpoliced public platform, these books permitted inscri-
bers to inhabit the role of the unruly tourist and so express strong emotions more freely
than in other more conventional and edited forms of travel writing (McNee 2020, 144).
Primarily, the act of inscribing the visitors’ book could prove cathartic for the sufferers
of Snowdon Blues, as they were able to vent their frustrations in the disguise of
humour, verse and naïve drawings and caricatures.

Visitors’ books as travel writing

Messages in the Snowdon visitors’ books represent amicro-form of travel writing (Rosa and
Ellen 2009, 710; Singer 2016) in which tourists express their immediate impressions of the
travelled terrain while they are still on site. The volumes contain a wide variety of entries of
nomore than a singleword or up to several pages in length. These longer entries commonly
include key elements of more traditional travel writing such as itineraries, remarks on the
weather, names of hired guides, sketches of landscapes or portraits of people:

July 27th 1865 […]
Edward Harrison First ascent
Everton Liverpool.
Made Ascent, left Menai Bridge at ./2 past 1 O’clock P.M. walked all the way, passing through
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Carnarvonshire, and arrived at the summit of Snowdon at 9 O’clock P.M. the weather unfor-
tunately turned out very wet and foggy
To the top of Snowdon I did alight
Like most men very bold
I climbed up Snowdon’s dizzy height
And found it very cold
EH (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1863–66, 109 verso)

However, even such longer entries are still sufficiently short to count as micro-texts. The
immediacy of writing on site subsequently accounts for the frequent use of emotive
language owing to a lack of emotional distance from the travel experience. As a result,
the Snowdon visitors’ books allow the study of travellers’ impressions and opinions
across a wide emotional spectrum in relation to a single tourist destination over
several decades, thus complementing more conservative and more thoroughly edited
forms of published travel writing. Entries expressing disappointment further offer an
insight into the origin of travellers’ frustrations as well as showing how the act of inscrip-
tion encourages creative transformations of negative emotions.

As touristic disappointment is channelled into ink on paper for the edification of fellow
and later visitors, participants in visitors’ book culture form an emotional bond even
though their texts may be separated by time and space (on the pages as well as geo-
graphically). All the volumes under present investigation contain a vast collection of car-
icatures and sketches of landscapes and modes of travel and transport, most of which are
accompanied by humorous captions. It appears that humour in the face of misery forms
the key strategy for travellers to process their disappointment. One entry from 26 August
1884 shows a naïve pencil drawing of a stick-figure mountaineer reaching Snowdon
summit shrouded in clouds to which another visitor appends, “I have very much pleasure
in endorsing the correctness of this sketch” (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1883–85, 148). The
ironic use of the word “pleasure” does a lot of the heavy emotional lifting as it refers to
the accuracy of the previous traveller’s record rather than the weather.

In similar fashion, an entry from 7 September 1885 shows two ink drawings above each
other. The top drawing shows the silhouettes of three ships and some unidentified cliffs. The
vessels are identified as “Snowdon Steamers For America / H.M.S. VALOROUS riding the
clouds” and the image is captioned “Ye view we did not see from the summit”. Underneath
this sketch is added a scene of two visitors with umbrellas under black clouds and strong rain
near the summit cairn and one of the huts. The accompanying punch line reads, “The view
we did enjoy” (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1883–85, 163 verso). As in the earlier entry above, the
positively connoted terms of “view” and “enjoy” help the inscriber to express their disap-
pointment through irony, thus processing their failed travel experience in an emotionally
healthy way. Despite their varied nature, these short pieces of travel writing commonly
betray their emotional origin in disappointment and their subsequent transformation into
a piece of entertainment for the edification of later users of the visitors’ book, although
some were more successful in eliciting mirth, rather than suffering readers’ scorn.

Introducing the Snowdon blues

With Snowdon’s longstanding recognition as a key tourist destination in countless written
descriptions about and images of the sublime landscape and view, prospective visitors are
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seeking to fulfil hopes based on accounts of successful tourism experiences. However, as
the vista from the summit greatly depends on the weather, tourists are more likely to have
their view spoiled as there are more rainy and overcast days across Snowdonia than clear
and dry ones in any month of the year (“Simulated” 2021). Realistically,
therefore, Snowdon should have a mixed to poor reputation when it comes to the
view from the summit. There is a great preponderance of negative tourists’ commentary,
but it appears that many tourists were unaware of the improbability of a positive
experience.

While Sameer Hosany, Philippa Hunter-Jones and Scott MacCabe state that “tourists’
emotional reactions are fundamental in shaping post-travel evaluations” (2020, 1), the
Snowdon visitors’ books under investigation clearly demonstrate that emotions shape
the evaluation of the experience already during the travel stage. Although the vast
majority of the entries are banal records that chiefly present nominal data or dispassio-
nate free text, they broadly capture travellers’ opinions of their surroundings. With
regard to disparaging comments on the weather, difficult terrain or the substandard
quality of the refreshments provided, the visitors’ books from the Snowdon summit
huts represent a Victorian version of the more recent “Paris syndrome”.

Described first by psychiatrist Hiroaki Oda in 1986 (Jobanputra 2019, 146), Paris syn-
drome is a particular case of an intense culture shock for Japanese first-time visitors to
Paris who feel that the reality of the city does not live up to their preconceived ideas
and disproportional expectations. While manifestations of Paris syndrome commonly
include extreme psychological responses, such as hallucinations or feeling persecuted,
the disappointment registered by Victorian tourists manifests itself in decidedly more
benign ways. I would like to call this particular case of touristic disappointment
“Snowdon Blues”. Ranging in tone from desperation to matter-of-fact observations or
amused bewilderment, Snowdon Blues frequently registers as self-deprecating humour.
In contrast to Paris syndrome, Snowdon Blues does not rely as strongly on touristic inter-
action with the travelled culture, but instead with the travelled terrain.

In their study of touristic emotions and evaluation of travel, Ingrid Zakrisson and Malin
Zillinger identify three mobility patterns for tourists, namely “main attraction visitors”,
“specialists” who are chiefly interested in pursuing a clearly defined activity, and
“wanderers” who pursue no specific interest in either activity or destination (2012,
513–14). Zakrisson’s and Zillinger’s categories are determined by touristic attitudes
towards and interactions with the travelled landscape and therefore suited for investi-
gating the various origins of Snowdon Blues. Given the brevity of visitors’ books
entries, it is not always possible to categorise their authors into one of these three
groups. However, the strongest emotive reactions recorded, both positive and negative,
overall corroborate Zakrisson’s and Zillinger’s observation that “wanderers”most strongly
respond to nature and weather and “specialists” to the quality of the service, whereas
“main attraction visitors” show no distinct preference for either so long as they reach
their destination (517, 518). Indeed, the strongest examples of disappointment in the
Snowdon visitors’ books, as will be shown in the following examples, relate to inclement
weather spoiling the view and a perceived poor quality of service in the summit huts.

Snowdon Blues therefore suggests that the disappointment of not finding the
expected view has been “generated by aggrandized illusions created in relation to
places and services. Expectations and illusions are generated by personal experience,
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media hype, advertising campaigns, and the experiences of others” (Michalkó, Irimiás, and
Timothy 2015, 85; cf. Irimiás et al. 2017, 217). As regards Snowdon, this “media hype” argu-
ably began in the eighteenth century with Richard Wilson’s Welsh landscape paintings of
the mountainous north and Thomas Pennant’s travel writing.

Historic context of Snowdon tourism

Originating in Romantic-era picturesque tours of Wales, climbing Snowdon had become
an essential part of experiencing and fully appreciating the mountainous landscape of
north Wales by the mid-nineteenth century. Thomas Pennant’s description of his own
excursion in 1773 inspired much of the early written documentation of Snowdon as a
travel destination, the good as well as the bad. According to Pennant,

The view from this exalted situation is unbounded. In a former tour [August 25th, Old Stile
(sic)], I saw from it the county of Chester, the high hills of Yorkshire, part of the north of
England, Scotland, and Ireland: a plain view of the Isle of Man; and that of Anglesea lay
extended like a map beneath us, with every rill visible. […] On this day [August 15th, New
Stile], the sky was obscured very soon after I got up. A vast mist enveloped the whole
circuit of the mountain. The prospect down was horrible. […] Very often a gust of wind
formed an opening in the clouds […], but before we reached our horses, a thunder storm
overtook us. (Pennant 1781, 163–164)

A year later, Henry Penruddocke Wyndham undertook the first of two tours of Wales but
to his great disappointment “a constant hazy atmosphere forbade [him] even to attempt”
the ascent (Wyndham 1775, 162). During his tour in 1811, the French-American tourist
Louis Simond similarly abandoned the idea when he and his wife “passed to-day the
foot of Snowdon, and intended another poney [sic] expedition – but it rained […] there-
fore [they] had only a sight of Snowdon” (1815, 220). Owing to the increased touristic
exploration of the mountain, two rival hotels in Llanberis, the Victoria and the Dolbadarn,
hired local guides to conduct travellers safely to the summit and back. They also provided
mountaineers with as much comfort as possible by supplying ponies as a means of trans-
port to the summit huts which “serve[d] as shelter for the enthusiastic tourists desirous of
witnessing the rising of the sun from Snowdon” (Villars and Myrbach 1891, 138).

It is not entirely clear when the huts on Snowdon were built. Around 1800, a circular
wall, possibly a sheepfold, provided some shelter to tourists from the wind and rain,
but this wall had disappeared, probably providing the stones for the summit cairn built
in 1826 by the Ordnance Survey team for the purpose of creating a trig point (Villars
and Myrbach 1891, 137–138; Freeman 2020). Between 1803 and 1811, the years of the
first triangulation of Wales, a semi-permanent, roofed shelter is said to have been
thrown up by William Lloyd of Beddgelert and was probably occupied by the surveyors
(Freeman 2020). By the early 1830s, Morris Williams set up a hut below the summit and
by the end of the decade, John Roberts, “The Old Snowdon Guide”, followed suit, but
built his cabin much closer to the summit and to greater popularity, which in turn
“forced Morris Williams to move his hut nearer the summit” (Freeman 2020).

The naming of the two huts is a muddled affair, as their names are recorded at great
and confusing variety in numerous nineteenth-century travel accounts (Freeman 2020).
They became most commonly known as “Roberts Hotel” and “Cold Club”, acting as
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summit outposts of the Victoria Hotel and Dolbadarn Hotel respectively. Other common
names in use were

the Snowdon Hotel, The Snowdon Inn, Roberts’ Hotel, Mr Roberts’ Inn, the Snowdon Summit
Hotel, the Wooden Hotel, the wooden palace [and] the Royal Hotel / the Saxony Hotel
(because the King of Saxony visited it in 1844). (Freeman 2020)

Both establishments offered hot drinks and simple, but nourishing food. By the mid-nine-
teenth century, the ascent of Snowdon had become so popular that the huts were unable
to provide beds for the increasing number of mountaineers eager to watch the sunrise
from the summit.

The extant visitors’ books from the Snowdon huts not only capture aspects of the evol-
ution of the huts and the service quality, but they also reflect tourists’ understanding and
conceptualisation of the travelled terrain:

July 19th to 21st 1845
Spent 2 days & nights at the top of Snowden [sic] in the hut of John Roberts whose son gave
the use of his bed & every comfort the hut would afford. Owen Watkins a very intelligent
guide is a man well acquainted with the surrounding country & with his assistance was
enabled to see at intervals the following places / Holyhead / Anglesea / Isle of Man / Irish
Sea / Cardigan Bay / St George Channel / Carnarvon Bay / Cader Idris / The Hills of Scotland
Saw the Sun rise & set also splendid moonlight views which quite repaid the tedium of this
somewhat Robinson Crusos [sic] life

Josiah Forster Fairbank
Sheffield Yorks. (Snowdon Visitor’s Book 1845–47, n.p.)

Although Snowdon had evolved into a popular and often-visited tourist destination by
1845, Josiah Forster Fairbank frames the summit as a distant and isolated destination
with little contact with the outside world. The idea of Snowdon as a remote island
implies that it is Forster Fairbank, rather than the locals, who has been cast away like
his fictional double, Crusoe. This sets up a clear social, cultural, if not racialised hierarchy
between himself and the Welsh hosts and guides. They are effectively assigned the
passive roles of manservants akin to man Friday. Finally, the list of views that Forster Fair-
bank identifies in his entry represents one of the key aspects in climbing Snowdon – and
one which was frequently frustrated, as is evident in entries composed by other travellers
before and after him.

Especially from the 1840s, the decade of Forster Fairbank’s visit, Snowdon became
increasingly styled as “the highest mountain in England and Wales” (see Schoolmaster
1849, 46), a turn of phrase popularised in geography text books that were intended to fam-
iliarise pupils from a young age with the British realm, including the colonies. In this sense,
the desire to gain a simultaneous view of the united kingdoms formed part of the patriotic
discourse underlying domestic tourism, as much as it copied Pennant’s description of the
view from the summit on a clear day in the late eighteenth century. Descriptions such as
these illustrate the ideological links between national identification processes and leisurely
interactions with the travelled surroundings. On the one hand, Forster Fairbank perceives
his Welsh travel destination as a fringe territory akin to Crusoe’s deserted island. On the
other, his list of views realign Snowdon’s position from a peripheral to a central location
from which the national terrain of the United Kingdom can be surveyed to the outer
edges. In this sense, the Snowdon excursion, as much as fixing the experience through
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the means of travel writing, directly follows in the footsteps of “Pennant and his followers
[that] appear to bring the edges and regions of Britain closer to the centre” (Constantine
and Leask 2017, 2). However, where the weather prevents the view, the patriotic home
tourist cannot but feel disappointed.

Registering and managing disappointment

In a survey of commemorative visitors’ books laid out at Ammunition Hill National Mem-
orial Site in Jerusalem, Chaim Noy argues that comments outside the mere listing of per-
sonal data function as “performative utterance” (2009, 428). Within this performative
framework, personal data forms part of a ritualistic presence, so to say a variation on
the theme “I was here”, for which the inscription is an indexical marker (Noy 2009,
428). The same argument for inscription as “performative utterance” applies to the
Snowdon visitors’ books. Each additional comment contributes to a growing choir of
voices remarking on the poor weather and visibility, or as one writer put it in 1845: “In
reading over this book I have found more disappointed then [sic] pleased” (Snowdon Visi-
tor’s Book 1845–1847, n.p.). Snowdon, it seems, is a travel destination that, above all, dis-
appoints rather than meets tourists’ aesthetic expectations.

As an artefact prescribing social roles and performances, the visitor’s book encourages
visitors to perform their role for the edification of later readers and inscribers (Noy 2008,
510). Combining this social function with the aspect of performativity, disappointed
Snowdon travellers may censure or commiserate one another on the pages of the
summit visitors’ books, but also unite as a virtual collective through the years, if not
decades. This communicative function can take several forms, such as the direct
address to future visitors, but most commonly it is on display in polite and not so
polite comments added to previous messages:

Aug.15/83
No more Snowdon for A Taylor, Manchester [added in another hand (This man is not right in
his mind)] (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1883–85, 14)

It is impossible to identify the cause of Taylor’s disappointment, but the mere act of reject-
ing Snowdon brought enough grief to a later anonymous commenter to act on their
“communicative entitlement” (Noy 2016, 276) and rudely question Taylor’s mental fac-
ulties. This exchange in opinions, albeit unidirectional, marks just one of many “scabrous,
disrespectful or otherwise irreverent comments in visitors’ books from roughly 1870
onwards” (McNee 2020, 144).

Although entries predating the 1870s occasionally expressed their disappointment
through irreverence, rudeness as observed above does not yet form a (semi-)acceptable
component. When a group of three from Rochdale visited in 1863, they softened their
expression of disappointment by opening their message with a light-hearted, clichéd verse:

([?The Wind roared]
The Rain rained). The Mist intensely thick when the undermentioned Gentlemen ascended
the heights of Snowdon; accompanied by their valuable & interesting Guide Mr. WmWilliams
& was very much disappointed in not being able to see the magnificent & picturesque views
which are so remarkable well known throughout the United Kingdom of Great Britain &
Ireland […]. June 7th 1863. (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1863–66, 37)
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Considering their overall praise for the hired guide, this group may have been “main
attraction visitors” or “wanderers” in accordance with Zakrisson’s and Zillinger’s categor-
isation as described above. The quality of the language, aestheticising the terrain and
ordering it through national boundaries, suggests further that Messrs Roberts, Howard
and [?Frison] were patriotic tourists. Unfortunately, the weather prevented them from
completing this key element of the travel experience, thus resulting in their
disappointment.

In contrast to the dominance of negative comments on the weather, the travellers’
opinions on the service provided in the huts tends to be overly positive. As the summit
huts on Snowdon belong to the hostelry sector, the asymmetric host–guest relationships
demands greater friendliness by the host towards the paying customer (King 1995, 227). It
could even be argued that in light of the generally poor weather, the landlords of the
summit huts undertook “disappointment management” (Michalkó, Irimiás, and Timothy
2015, 86), as they provided their guests with a warm welcome in order to stave off
additional dissatisfaction and potentially contribute to the decline of their own customer
base. On the one hand, the positive messages reflect the successful implementation of
disappointment management. On the other, the multitude of visitors’ messages about
the friendliness of the host may equally be explained by the deliberate removal of
content as not a single volume survives intact. In some cases, entire pages or segments
have been cut out or individual, possibly offensive material defaced and made illegible.
While it is impossible to tell who exactly undertook the censorship in the visitors’
books, it is apparent that the proprietor of the Roberts Hotel was himself involved in poli-
cing the tone and content of the messages in his albums: “John Roberts / respectfully
requests that / visitors will not write anything / objectionable in this book. / Snowdon
19th June / 1865” (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1863–66, 72).

It is perhaps owing to this sort of tone policing of the volumes that on 19 September
1886, the professional travel writer and French correspondent Paul Villars (18??–19??) only
remarked “Ascended from Llanberis and the same way back / Weather very hazy”
(Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1886–89, 153). In the published travel account of this journey,
undertaken in company with his friend, the Austrian illustrator Felician Myrbach (1853–
1940), Villars was decidedly more complimentary of the weather and praised the
varying views from the Llanberis pass throughout the journey. In marked contrast, he
vented his frustrations about the quality of the summit huts and the offered refreshments
in no uncertain terms:

The accommodation provided for tourists in the three huts erected on the summit of
Snowdon is of the most wretched and insufficient kind, and the food offered to the
hungry climber of the most inferior description, although the charges are simply exorbitant.
[…] After an ineffectual attempt to swallow a few morsels of nondescript food, for which we
paid at an enormous rate, we mounted our ponies again to return to Llanberis. (Villars and
Myrbach 1891, 138)

The difference between the two descriptions also raises questions around when Villars’s
wrote his inscription and its subsequent interpretation. If the message was composed
immediately on arrival in the huts, then the hazy weather still represented a main com-
ponent of the travel experience. If the message was composed after the offering of the
“nondescript food”, then it may be interpreted as an act of polite kindness to the host
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as much as ensuring that his message would not be removed by the offended landlord.
Although the visitors’ books offer a wealth of information regarding the emotional land-
scape of the inscribers, a comparison with traditionally published travel writing helps to
form a more complete picture of the travel experience and the sources of touristic
disappointment.

In contrast to the disappointed French visitor Villars, the previously mentioned Messrs
Roberts, Howard and a third traveller from Rochdale had nothing but praise for their host
and could

with safety (altho’ disappointed themselves in not having a clear view) highly recommend to
all persons the desirability of recommending it to their Friends; at the same time not forget-
ting to pass a high Incomium [sic] of praise upon our respected host Messr Roberts Grillis [sic]
for his attentive Kindness in administering to our want by refreshing the inner man; the
ascent was made exactly in 2 hours (to the minute) from the Castle Hotel June 7th 1863
Franscs Roberts Senr Rochdale

Arthur C. Howard Rochdale
Arthur [?Frison] — Dr — (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1863–66, 37)

Owing to the combination of disappointment management and the host’s interference in
the visitors’ inscriptions, it is no surprise that visitors generally praised the local guides as
well as the proprietors of the Snowdon huts.

As noted above, the wooden huts were constructed quickly and cheaply in the first half
of the nineteenth century. Owing to the severe weather conditions on the summit, they
would remain in a constant state of disrepair despite ongoing maintenance efforts (see
Perrin 2012, 155). Reflecting Villars’s impression of the overall wretchedness of the
huts, there is a fascinating variety of “service failures” (Irimiás et al. 2017, 215) collected
in the visitors’ books, ranging from leaky roofs to inadequate victuals and vermin.
These surviving records are a clear indication that in some instances, the proprietors’ dis-
appointment management had failed to a degree, but the messages were left intact, poss-
ibly thanks to their tongue-in-cheek tone. For example, to their disappointment, the
Revds Hanson and McKenzie only experienced “an aggregate of 180 seconds of fitful
views” over the course of their 18 hours outing due to poor weather (86). Their journey
included an overnight stay at the huts, and even though “in the morning one was not
a little disgusted to find that his waistcoat had passed the night under a leaky spot in
the roof. A good fire & hot coffee soon set matters right” (Snowdon Visitors’ Books
1863–66, 87). The general good-natured tone of Hanson’s and McKenzie’s note suggests
that the proprietors succeeded in their efforts at establishing a sense of homeliness
despite the squalor of the accommodation.

Considering the leisurely perusal of the visitors’ book formed an integral part of the
British hostelry experience at the time, messages expressing disappointment may have
deliberately remained untouched if they were sufficiently amusing to be repurposed as
entertainment. For example, one anonymous visitor sketched his ineffective toils against
spiders dangling from the ceiling immediately above his simple folding cot (Snowdon Visi-
tors’ Books 1863–66, 24). At another time, a visitor warns against the detrimental effects of
drinking Allsop’s pale ale and the poor quality of the ham in hackneyed verse:

Sunday 21st [September 1863] Edward Atkinson, Highgate, Middlesex remained all night in
this Hotel, but did not sleep. –
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Advice to travellers respecting the Allsop’s pale ale.
Before you begin
Their swipes to lap in

Make perfectly sure that your tripes are of tin
Or you’ll rue before night the vile beverage thin
And wish that your own individual skin
Would hold till next morning mine host of the inn.
Very civil waiter, but provisions especially the ham so[?rely] painful – [in another hand (Very
true June 20th)] (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1863–66, 14)

In these and other examples, the Snowdon volumes reveal that “Victorian tourists were
assuredly not on their best behaviour” (McNee 2020, 146). With increasing frequency
towards the end of the nineteenth century, rude verse and unruly behaviour in conjunc-
tion with a “cheerfully robust attitude to alcohol consumption” form an integral part of
the unruly tourist persona (McNee 2020, 147). Arguably, this form of “acting out” fre-
quently occurs in conjunction with touristic disappointment, either with the travelled
terrain, the quality of refreshments or the accommodation. Considering that the
weather and the summit huts amply provided on all these fronts, unruliness is on promi-
nent display in the Snowdon visitors’ books:

Would I had stayed on level ground
And kept the goblet brimming
For on the top here I have found
nor weeds nor wine nor women
Had I but known, no toil were mine
I never would have so done
Give me my mistress & my wine
The Devil may take Snowdon
F. Thompson Jr.
God bless the girls.
R. R. Blackwell (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1863–66, 113)

Although thesemessages containdirect criticismabout thequality of thehuts or the served
food and drink, they have escaped the censoring hand of the proprietor. It is possible
that these messages survived thanks to their entertainment value. They uphold the
guest–host-script as the joke is on the hapless traveller rather than the proprietor of the
huts. This is achieved through stressing the comical aspect of hunting spiders, scatological
humour andbawdyverse. As a result, these unruly entries function as disappointmentman-
agement in the face of “service failures” such as spoiled food or inadequate
accommodation.

Disappointment and linguistic variety

Snowdon was and remains to this day a central travel destination for British domestic
tourists. Therefore, the overwhelming majority of entries in the Snowdon visitors’
books are written in English. However, as the volumes are also located within a wider
international tourism circuit, they inevitably include languages other than English. As a
result, not only do the Snowdon visitors’ books offer a fresh approach to investigating his-
toric emotions in relation to a specific location, but they also provide new avenues into
exploring emotions through the prism of linguistic variety.
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Due to the minoretisation of Welsh, entries partially or entirely in that language are rare
and almost exclusively produced by Welsh tourists. On 26 July 1863, two Welsh travellers
had their hopes dashed at admiring the view from the summit, but nevertheless took
patriotic pride in the visit:

Wilym a Rhobert ab Robert Llwyd o Hendrefigillt Swydd Fflint a ddaethom i Ben y Wyddfa i
edrych ar olygfa ond nid oedd ond niwl a chymylau ac eto hyfryd oedd gweld yr hen Eryri
ardderchog Fynydd gwlad ein Tadau. (Snowdon Visitors’ Books 1863–66, 11)

(Wilym and Robert ab Robert Llwyd of Hendrefigillt, Flintshire, who came to Snowdon summit
to see the view but there were only mist and clouds, but still it was lovely having seen splen-
did old Snowdonia, the mountain land of our fathers.)

Given the particularity of Snowdon’s location, the use of Welsh and English must therefore
be viewed within the wider paradigm of inherited power dynamics. This imbalance of lin-
guistic power subsequently disfavours the lesser-used Welsh language particularly in
public settings even by Welsh speakers, thus contributing to its continued underrepresen-
tation (Pitchford 2001, 54–55). However, the role of the visitors’ book as a public platform
outside the comparatively closed circuit of traditional publishing means that almost
anyone can inscribe its pages. It therefore allows underrepresented voices a public
outlet in addition to preserving otherwise intangible elements of travel, such as the
complex nature of travellers’ emotions. The above example illustrates how disappoint-
ment and happiness can easily sit side-by-side within the context of patriotic tourism.
For these two Welsh tourists, the view from Snowdon would have formed merely a cul-
minating moment during an otherwise already rewarding journey through their ancestral
landscape.

In contrast to the frequently rude verse composed by British tourists, foreign visitors to
Snowdon tended to respond in a more formulaic way or registered their disappointment
through unflattering comparison between their native country and their travelled sur-
roundings. Most commonly, inscriptions by non-British tourists have a tendency
towards recording meta-data about themselves together with a brief description of the
travelled site. Furthermore, the use of their first languages also enables foreign travellers
to evade censorship as hostile or lewd commentary in a language other than English or
Welsh often slipped through, whereas offensive English and Welsh entries suffered their
proprietors’ and fellow-travellers’ censure, if not erasure. In contrast to the domestic tour-
ists, who favoured the humorous and whimsical message to couch their disappointment,
visitors from Europe, especially. tended to assert their national identity in this foreign
setting. On 5 June 1846, one E. Zellweger from St Gallen complained:

Daß es für einen Schweizer die Mühe nicht lohn[t] diese drei tausend Fuß zu erklimmen statt
in den hübschen Gasthöfen oder am Ufer des Oceans sich zu erholen findet der Unterzeich-
nete & hofft seine Mitschweizer werden ihm beistimmen. (Snowdon Visitor’s Book 1845–47,
104)

(That it is hardly worth the effort for a Swissman to ascend these three thousand feet instead
of resting in the lovely inns or along the banks of the ocean finds the undersigned and hopes
his co-Swiss will agree with him.)

Zellweger processes the disappointing Welsh landscape entirely through his Swiss point
of view and completely obliterates any identifying mention of his travel destination. In
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fact, Zellweger’s frustration appears to heighten his sense of being Swiss. Snowdon, in
these few lines, is reduced to a disappointing, anonymous elevation of land in an
unnamed county. Being used to comparatively more dramatic views offered by the
Swiss Alps, Zellweger’s disappointment originates in what he sees as below average phys-
ical geography rather than bad weather.

The presence of languages other than the native Welsh and English in the visitors’ books
does not necessarily suggest authorship by a foreign visitor. In this sense, the touristic
exploration of Snowdon opens an interesting conversation between imperial and domestic
spaces, highlighting that these are not as separate realms as commonly imagined. In Green
Unpleasant Land (2020), Corinne Fowler explores the entanglement of British domestic
landscapes with imperial enterprises. Fowler exposes how the wealth amassed and dis-
played by country estates is inherently constructed on the back of enslaved or violently
exploited and suppressed people not just overseas in the former colonies, but also “at
home”, where the same mechanisms were put in place and enacted upon (Fowler 2020,
44–50). Despite its appearance, a message in Urdu (Snowdon Visitor’s Book 1845–47, n.p.)
was not composed by a traveller from the Indian subcontinent, but by one Lieutenant Fre-
derick Peter Layard (1818–1891) who visited the Roberts Hotel on 13 September 1845
together with his uncle “Mr. B[enjamin] Austen” (1789–1861), a London solicitor.1 It is
entirely speculative why Layard may have written his message in Urdu rather than
English. However, considering the historical frame and his occupation in the British Army,
it is not unlikely that he may have picked up aspects of the language while stationed in
India. While Layard does not express any form of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the
Snowdon experience, his message written in the language of a colonised people, but
removed from its cultural context, carries a whiff of ambivalence towards the Welsh culture.

Coping with adversity

The vast majority of disappointed visitors did not stay for an extended period of time in
the hope of the weather improving. Based on the free-text content of their messages, for
these tourists, the mountaineering activity commonly fell into three distinct parts: (1)
ascent; (2) a brief visit to the summit cairn and huts; (3) descent. If the visit occurred in
particularly bad weather, the stopover in the huts commonly took up a greater part of
the visitors’ time than the inspection of the cairn. However, some tourists did take
enough time at the cairn to inscribe what a E. D. Cook unflatteringly labelled in 1895
“Unauthorised Visitors’ Books—entries, that is to say, and signatures on walls and
windows” (Cook 1895, 340).

A particularly lengthy entry by J[oseph] Charles Edwards or, according to his bardic
name, “Iorwerth ddu o Fon” (transl. “Black Edward of Anglesey”), dating from 13
August 1845, stands out for the wealth of activities with which the inscriber busied
himself following a particularly rough patch of weather. His sensuous and atmospheric
description of the storm during the night of his excursion to the summit is a great
example of nature and travel writing of the time:

The night was dark and very misty, the wind which yesterday afternoon had scarcely strength
to slip the ringlets on a lady’s cheek, sighed and moaned tremendously through the moun-
tain caverns like the howling of unquiet spirits. At midnight the weather was awfully boister-
ous the rain descended in mighty torrents, and the torrents shouted in the full to the lower
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regeons [sic]. […] At 2 o clock this morning, I imagined to hear the angel of the storm hurling
our little hut over the dreadful precipice. (Snowdon Visitor’s Book 1845–47, n.p.)

Although the weather cheated him of a view and he “descended very much disap-
pointed” after 24 hours, Edwards made the best of a bad situation as he busied himself
around the summit in true Victorian amateur fashion:

But I have not been idle here & [overleaf] composed an essay on ***[,] two poems, one in Welsh
and the other in English, wrote three letters, but could not find a post office the wind, however,
very kindly took one through the window. Engraved my name on the plank on the summit,
collected 5 or 6 plants and several stones, read two pamphlets and a chapter from the Bible,
sang 10 hymns and two anthems, talked on various subjects to my young companion, ate
eggs, bread and bacon, drank tea and coffee which were exceptionally good – paid my fare
to the kind landlord, and departed at 12 noon. (Snowdon Visitor’s Book 1845–47, n.p.)

In accordance with Michalkó, Irimiás, and Timothy (2015, 87), this entry represents a
perfect example for the two chief sources of disappointment, namely “extrinsic factors”
such as the environment and “intrinsic factors” originating in “the tourist’s own conscious-
ness, attitudes and life experiences”.

Edward’s list of activities represent an intrinsic part of Victorian tourism culture, such as
creativewriting (he had already entered situational poems in English andWelsh in a separate
entry thedaybefore), collectingbotanical andgeological samples and leavinghismark in the
“unauthorised visitors’ book”. Through this variety of activities, he created his own successful
and complete tourism experience enminiature over the course of 24 hours, thus counteract-
ing the extrinsic source of disappointment by implementing his own internally motivated
script. It further appears that the cultivation of various interests contributed to a compara-
tively “high frustration tolerance” as Edwards’s entry gives the impression of an “easy-
going” mind-set when faced with the prospect of having his originally planned touristic
experience spoiled by the weather (Michalkó, Irimiás, and Timothy 2015, 87).

Despite expressing his disappointment regarding the failed view, Edwards presents
himself as a gentleman traveller of many skills and fields of intellectual pursuits. In this
respect, he follows the example of his predecessor and fellow-countryman, Thomas
Pennant, who also shared many of these passions and recorded them in the aforemen-
tioned 1773 travelogue. In contrast to Pennant, Edwards represents a decidedly Victorian,
self-reliant and composed persona. This impression is further strengthened by his display
of piety, perusing the Bible and singing hymns and anthems, in a decade of several reli-
gious revivals sweeping the country, reaching especially the lower and middling orders of
the population. In fact, following his ordination as a priest in the 1850s, he would publish
several religious sermons and pamphlets, including one in defence of Jewish MPs with the
title “Can a Jew Sit in Parliament?” Why Not? (1855) under the pseudonym Cambrensis
Clericus. This religiosity may also explain why Edwards seems to eschew the consumption
of alcohol in favour of the more respectable tea and coffee.

Conclusion

Snowdon has formed a staple of the tourism circuit in Wales for well over two hundred
years. Against the backdrop of the Age of Revolutions, travelling through Wales, the
home of the ancient Britons, as part of a wider Home Tour became a patriotic and
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nation-building exercise (Kinsley 2019, 119). With the introduction of hospitality facilities
on the summit, tourists had the chance to appreciate the view while enjoying some
refreshments or staying a little longer. The summit huts provided tourists with the
option of overnight stays to witness a spectacular sunrise the next morning, or to
outwait inclement weather in the hope of attaining the famous vista across the four
nations which, in the nineteenth century, formed a central part of the Snowdon experi-
ence. The visitors’ books laid out in the summit huts formed an equally important part
of this experience as they allowed tourists to record their completion of the ascent.
More importantly, tourists could also vent their frustrations in creative ways, such as
rude comments, hackneyed verse or caricatures. The great amount of emotionally
charged messages, be they positive or negative, are evidence that the visitors’ books
allowed people a socially acceptable platform to put their emotions on public display.
As such, they represent an important source for accessing historic tourists’ emotions, par-
ticularly about key travel destinations such as Snowdon, which more frequently disap-
pointed than lived up to expectations.

Note

1. I would like to extend my thanks to Asif Shakoor who helpfully identified the language in
which this message was written. https://twitter.com/AsifShakoor_/status/
1390255516769734663. Further thanks go to Sarah Ansari, who translated the message
and confirmed Layard’s name.
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